Harris Mill Celebrates

Mental Health and
Education Week

What is Mental Health and Education
Week?
“The Ministry of Education has designated the week of May 3 to May 7 as
Education Week – a time to “celebrate our accomplishments and reflect on new
and exciting challenges ahead.”
“This May (2021), the Upper Grand District School Board is highlighting the
importance of mental wellness to education by celebrating Education Week and
Child and Youth Mental Health Week together.”

Gratitude
● Being thankful
● Sharing how much you
appreciate others
● Recognizing sources of
goodness in your life
and how things make
your life better

Mrs. Gaumonds class says reflecting on gratitude is
important because….
“ When times are a bit hard, it’s important to remember all the things
that we are grateful for to lift our spirits and make us keep trying”
“ When you grow up, remembering the things that we are grateful for
helps us be better people”
“ Remembering what we are grateful for can put us in a good mood”

Mrs. Gaumonds class is grateful for….

“I am grateful for Jupiter for protecting us from astroids!”
“We are grateful to be apart of such a great school” - All of us!
“ I am grateful for my positive and kind family. I am grateful that I get to play sports.”
“I am grateful to have friends”
“I am grateful that we have clear water!”

“I am thankful that their are kind people in the world”
“I am thankful for my loving family”
“ I am thankful for the earth. If there was no earth, there would be no people!”
“I am grateful to have food and water”
“ I am thankful that I live in a country without war and that I live in a safe house”
“ I am thankful for my family and the house I get to live in”
“I am thankful to have a good family, a good home, good friends and a happy life”
“I am thankful for the people I get to spend time with”
“I am thankful for living in a safe place with family and friends”
“ I am thankful to be able to laugh till my belly hurts with my friends and family.” -Mme. Gaumond

Sargent gratitude

Empathy
● Understanding what
someone is feeling
● Putting yourself in
someone else’s shoes
● Thinking about how you
would feel in someone
else’s place

EMPATHY

Mrs. Hardy’s class thoughts on

How would you feel if someone did that to you?
Sometimes, I empathize if I do something to someone. If I feel bad then I say sorry.
When someone hurts themselves we empathize and try to help
If we have empathy it might make the person who is sad feel better because someone
understands what they are going through
Empathy is important because you can feel how other people would feel when they are down
Kindness and empathy are related
When someone is mad you can help them and calm them down

Self-Compassion
● The care we offer ourselves
when we make mistakes,
embarrass ourselves or come
short a goal we were hoping to
achieve
● Being kind to yourself even
when things do go as planned

Mr. Embrey’s
Student Voices

● Try again

● Positive thinking
“I’d tried my
best, and maybe
I will get it next
time”

● Take a break

”

●

● Try doing
something
else for a bit

● Pretend you did it
on purpose

Don’t give up

● Taking a big
breath
● Move on

Mrs. Mostyn’s
student voices●
●

●

I make mistakes all the time! It's how I learn (Mrs. Mostyn) ●

Shooting at the wrong
place in hockey, I get the
rebound

●

I trust myself

I have a big green ball I like to
bounce on. Sometimes I
accidently fall off, but I keep
trying. I say I CAN DO IT!

●

When I swing the bat at the
wrong time and the ball
goes for a strike, I try to
do it again

●

When I am
colouring and I
get the marker
● I used to not be able to do a dive into a
out of the lines, pool, so I couldn’t do it. I kept trying
I forgive myself and then I started to be able to do it.

Once when I was 5 years old I
was trying to read a chapter
book and even though there
were big words in it, I kept
trying to sound it out or get
help. I would say it's hard to do
this, but I can do this because if
I can’t sound it out, I just ask for
help

●

The first time I tried to
do a backflip, I said
to myself, I can do it,
it's possible!!
●

●

When I was playing
horse with my dad, I
Once at my cottage I
tried three times and
was trying to do a float on my last try, I made
like a start, and I kept
it! On my last try, I said
trying. I said to myself I
I did it!
can do this!

Healthy
Lifestyle
● Taking responsibility to
provide your body with
the resources it needs to
function best
● This means establishing
daily habits that
prioritize the care of
your physical body

Mindfulness
● Noticing what is happening
right now
● Taking notice of what you
feel, see, smell, taste and hear
● Paying attention to our
thoughts and feelings without
judging them as good or bad

Mlle.Tuckers class says Mindfulness is important because:
-

So that there are not too many thoughts in your head
A way to not let your thoughts get out of control and take over
To help you feel relaxed and calm
Help you rest or fall asleep

“Watching tv makes me
feel calm. Spending time
with my family makes me
happy. Snuggling with my
dog makes me happy.”

“Building with
wood blocks”

Activities that makes us feel calm and
happy help us to be mindful. Here are
some things that help us stay mindful in
“Playing with
friends and
taking my dog to
the park.”

Mme. Von Waldburg’s grade ½!

“Going for walks
with my family,
painting, talking
with my friends”

Autonomy
● Being able to make decisions
for ourselves
● Taking responsibility for our
own learning
● Thinking for ourselves
● Feeling confident making
choices after we get all the
important information
● Learning to do things for
ourselves instead of waiting
for others to do them for us

→ “Saying NO when I don’t want to do something I don’t like.”
→ “I finished all my school work at lunch.”
→ “I miss when we could play with our other friends at
recess and we could play anywhere we wanted in the school
yard.”
→ “If I finish all my school work then I’m allowed to play my
video games, so I usually try to do that.”
→ “I like to pick out my own clothes to wear in the
mornings.”
→ “I like to pick what I want to eat for lunch.”
→ “My mom says I need to clean my room without being
asked.”
→ “Sometimes I go get a snack if my mom or dad are busy.”
By Mme. Cannon and Mme. Melin’s class

Intrinsic
Motivation
● Motivation that comes from
inside you instead of from
external rewards like money or
grades
● The pleasure a person gets from
the task itself
● The drive to do something
because it is interesting,
challenging and absorbing
● The motivation to adopt or
change a behaviour for your own
happiness

I like to play baseball
because I like play with
my friends. It was hard
for me to catch a ball
but with practice I can
catch a fly ball.

Mrs. Roesner’s
Student voice
I like playing soccer,
because it is fun and
it helps me learn
how to kick and play
soccer.

I like helping my mom
cut up vegetables for
dinner because I like
cooking with my mom
and helping. I like
reading my little critters
book, it is challenging
but it makes me feel
happy when I read it.
I like to go in the forest
and pick up garbage
because it helps the
earth.

Mastery
● Mastery is our ability to work
towards excelling at something –
our craft, our relationships, our
jobs and many others. The early
stages of mastery require many
of our skills to push through the
boredom, fear, impatience and
other difficult emotions of the
learning journey. Over time, we
build strength and confidence
and can accomplish great things.

Work hard
and you will
succeed!

Maybe
mastering
an ability

Mastery
Mlle. Loewen’s
class!!!

If you put your
head into it or
keep doing
and have
perseverance
then you can it
and succeed.

Terry Fox is an example. He
wanted to walk across Canada
to raise money and even
though he was in pain he kept
on going. He didn’t make his
goal but now we do the goal
for him. He mastered what his
goal was through us.

You can
do
anything
if you try!

If you are
confident, you can
do it, if you aren’t
confident then you
won’t be able to do
it!

If you don’t get it
right the first time,
keep trying because
eventually you will
get it because
everything is
possible!
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